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Abstract 

Background Despite the increasing use of patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), the methodology used to 
evaluate clinically significant postoperative outcomes after total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is variable. The review aimed 
to survey studies with identified PROM-based metrics of clinical efficacy and the assessment procedures after TKA.

Methods The MEDLINE database was queried from 2008–2020. Inclusion criteria were: full texts, English language, 
primary TKA with minimum one-year follow-up, use of metrics for assessing clinical outcomes with PROMs, and 
primary derivations of metrics. The following PROM-based metrics were identified: minimal clinically important differ-
ence (MCID), minimum detectable change (MDC), patient acceptable symptom state (PASS), and substantial clinical 
benefit (SCB). Study design, PROM value data, and methods of derivation for metrics were recorded.

Results We identified 18 studies (including 46,173 patients) that met the inclusion criteria. Across these studies, 
10 different PROMs were employed, and MCID was derived in 15 studies (83%). The MCID was calculated using 
anchor-based techniques in nine studies (50%) and distribution techniques in eight studies (44%). PASS values were 
presented in two studies (11%) and SCB in one study (6%) using an anchor-based method; MDC was derived in four 
studies (22%) using the distribution method.

Conclusion There is variability in the TKA literature with respect to the definition and derivation of measurements of 
clinically significant outcomes. Standardization of these values may have implications for optimal case selection and 
PROM-based quality measurement, ultimately improving patient satisfaction and outcomes.
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Introduction
Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) can be 
used to assess the efficacy of total knee arthroplasty 
(TKA), an elective procedure that patients undergo to 
reduce their knee pain and improve function. They are a 
directly reported assessment by patients of their state at 
a specific time point [1, 2]. Therefore, they are valuable 
to clinicians and researchers in determining a change 
in a patient’s perceived state. However, there are many 
challenges to overcome to consistently and precisely use 
PROMs to assess clinical efficacy.

Despite the increased use of PROMs, there is variabil-
ity in the methods used to evaluate clinically significant 
change and subsequent interpretation of results. Met-
rics of clinically important differences allow clinicians 
to apply significant results to their patients. The minimal 
clinically important difference (MCID) is one well-known 
metric established to relate changes in instrument scores 
to clinically important outcomes. Historically, it has been 
defined as "the smallest difference in score in the domain 
of interest which patients perceive as beneficial" [3, 4] 
and would likely repeat intervention if presented with the 
choice again. Values exceeding this benchmark indicate 
a clinically important change. MCID is the most com-
monly reported measure, however variably derived and 
reported.

Currently used measures of clinical significance con-
ceptually similar to MCID also include clinically impor-
tant difference (CID) [5], minimal clinically important 
improvement (MCII) [6], minimal detectable change 
(MDC), the minimal important difference (MID), and 
minimal important change (MIC) [7]. Rather than rep-
resent a floor value for clinical improvement, substantial 
clinical benefit (SCB) is defined as a threshold indicating 
"optimal clinical benefit" [8]. Similarly, patient accept-
able symptom state (PASS) is a threshold measure above 
which acceptable satisfaction has been achieved [9]. This 
study aimed to assess the use of metrics of clinically 
important change and methods of derivation when using 
PROMs in TKA research and clinical practice.

Materials and methods
Search strategy
The MEDLINE database was queried from 1 January 
2008 to 8 October 2020. The search strategy included 
a combination of text words and medical subject head-
ings, including clinically significant change and total knee 
and hip (THA) arthroplasty. We searched the MEDLINE 
database for the following phrases after TKA: "smallest 
detectable difference (SDD)," "minimal detectable change 
(MDC)," "minimal clinically important change (MCIC)," 
"minimal clinically important improvement (MCII)," 

"minimal clinically important difference (MCID)," "clini-
cally important difference (CID)," "substantial clini-
cal benefit (SCB)," "patient acceptable symptom state 
(PASS)," or "outcome assessment (health care)/statis-
tics and numerical data." These phrases were combined 
with the following terms: "total joint replacement," "total 
joint arthroplasty," "total knee arthroplasty," "total knee 
replacement," "arthroplasty, replacement, knee," "arthro-
plasty," or "arthroplasty, replacement."

Studies were included if PROM-based quantitative 
metrics for assessment of clinically significant improve-
ment were used and primarily derived. Additional inclu-
sion criteria were: full text, English language, and a 
minimum of one-year follow-up postoperatively. Studies 
were limited to randomized controlled trials, prospec-
tive and retrospective cohorts, and case–control studies. 
Study design, PROM data, and methods of derivation for 
metrics of clinically significant change were recorded. 
Selected THA studies that satisfied inclusion criteria 
were analyzed and later discussed in a separate corollary 
study.

Study selection
We used Covidence, a systematic review management 
platform, to screen and extract studies according to 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and 
Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines [10]. Duplicates 
were identified and eliminated by the screening algo-
rithm. Four reviewers independently screened the titles 
and abstracts (C.A.K., E.B.G., K.K.T., and Z.A.B.). Exclu-
sion criteria were  as follows: non-English language, 
non-Human subjects, the absence of aforementioned 
keywords for assessing clinical improvement after uni-
lateral or bilateral TKA, the absence of outcomes of 
the studies, non-full text, non-total knee arthroplasty 
interventions, and a clinical improvement term not pri-
marily calculated but rather reported by referencing pre-
vious studies. The full TKA articles were then evaluated 
independently by three reviewers for eligibility (E.B.G., 
K.K.T., and Z.A.B.). There was at least one senior resi-
dent screening at each stage (C.A.K., E.B.G.). Discrep-
ancies between reviewers were resolved by discussion. 
Between two reviewers (C.A.K., E.B.G.), there were 22 
discrepancies (Cohen’s Kappa 0.89, 95% proportion 
agreement). There were 32 discrepancies between the 
two other reviewers (Z.A.B., K.K.T.; Cohen’s Kappa 0.66, 
83% proportion agreement). These discrepancies may, 
in part, be attributed to the level of training and years 
of clinical experience. Sixty-seven studies were included 
(See Fig.  1). From there, studies using non-English-
based PROMs with less than one year of follow-up were 
excluded. Eighteen TKA studies were included for final 
analysis (See Table 1).
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Outcome measures
PROM data and values of clinical improvement, includ-
ing the use of preoperative thresholds for achieving 
clinically significant change, were extracted. Methods 
of calculation for these values were identified and strat-
ified according to PROM(s) used. The use of compara-
tive groups and special patient populations was also 
observed. Any predictors of outcome were recorded.

Globally, Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome 
Score (KOOS) (on a 0–100 point scale) contains 
domains of pain, symptoms, function in daily living, 
function in sport and recreation, and quality of life, with 
a higher score indicating an improved status [27, 28]. 
Western Ontario McMaster University osteoarthritis 
index (WOMAC) (ranging from 0–96 points) contains 
pain, stiffness, and function domains, with a higher 
score indicating a worse outcome [29]. Short Form-12 
(SF-12) (0–200 points) is a generic health status scale 
that includes a physical and mental component score, 
with a higher score indicating a better outcome [30]. 
Short Form-36 (SF-36) score (0–100 points) is a generic 
quality of life measure with eight domains including 
pain and physical functioning, with a higher score indi-
cating better health [31, 32]. Oxford Knee Score (OKS) 
(12–60 points) contains 12 components assessing pain 

and functional limitations, with a higher score indicat-
ing a worse outcome [33, 34].

Additionally, the Patient-Reported Outcomes Meas-
urement Information System (PROMIS) assesses physi-
cal function and includes physical and mental health 
domains, with low scores representing low physical func-
tion. PROMIS scores are normalized to the general pop-
ulation using a T-score [35]. Intermittent and Constant 
Osteoarthritis Pain (ICOAP) (0–100 points) assesses 
constant and intermittent pain, with a higher score 
indicating a worse outcome [36]. EuroQoL 5-dimen-
sion 3-level (EQ-5D-3L) is a health-related quality of 
life measure with five domains (mobility, self-care, usual 
activities, pain and discomfort, and anxiety and depres-
sion), each rated as no, some, or extreme problems. The 
Visual Analog Scale (VAS) (0–100 points) component is 
an overall measure of health, with a higher score indicat-
ing better health [37]. The Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) 
(0–20 points) is a 21-point pain scale, with higher scores 
indicating severe postoperative pain [38].

Methods of calculation in the literature
Three approaches were used in the literature to deter-
mine values marking clinical significance: anchor-based, 
distribution, and expert or consensus methods. The 

Fig. 1 A total of 67 studies were included after full-text assessment, and 18 TKA studies met follow-up (≥ 1 year) and PROM language (English) 
criteria
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studies examined in this review primarily employed 
anchor and distribution methods. The former method 
applies a subjective clinical question to PROM change 
scores and the latter is a statistical measurement that 
compares PROM change scores to errors of measure-
ment (See Supplementary). Anchor-based values were 
obtained using simple linear regression analysis [14] or 
receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) at maxi-
mum sensitivity and specificity [5, 15, 17, 22, 24] to iden-
tify PROM change scores that distinguish between those 
who are “better” from the unchanged.

Results
We identified 18 studies (involving a total of 46,173 
patients) that met the inclusion criteria (See Table  1). 
Among these, 10 different PROMs were studied: KOOS 
(7 studies) [11, 12, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24], WOMAC (3 stud-
ies) [5, 15, 25], SF-12 (4 studies) [11, 12, 14, 16], SF-36 (3 
studies) [13, 18, 26], OKS (2 studies) [14, 26], PROMIS (2 
studies) [21, 23], ICOAP (1 study) [6], EQ-5D-3L/VAS (1 
study) [17], and NRS (1 study) [17].

MCID
MCID or CID was derived in 15 studies for the follow-
ing PROMs: KOOS/KOOS, JR (range, 6–25) [11, 12, 19, 
20, 22, 24], WOMAC (range, 8–36) [5, 15], SF-12 (range, 
2–5) [11, 12, 14, 16], and SF-36 (range, 5–10) [18, 26], 
OKS (range, 4–5) [14, 26], and PROMIS physical func-
tion computerized adaptive test (CAT) (range, 3–5) [21, 
23], and ICOAP (chronic pain, 24) [6] (See Table 2). The 
MCID was calculated using anchor-based techniques in 
nine studies (50%) [5, 6, 14–16, 19, 20, 22, 24] and distri-
bution techniques in eight studies (44%) [11, 12, 18, 21–
24, 26] as their primary mode of calculation. Two studies 
used both techniques (11%) [22, 24].

KOOS
Four of the seven studies that used the KOOS scale 
[19, 20, 22, 24] had anchor-based questions to deter-
mine MCID: (1) change defined by the response "a lit-
tle improvement" on the quality of life (QOL) question, 
which was further queried with how total joint replace-
ment changed the QOL [19], (2) the Self-Administered 

Table 1 Study demographics arranged by design, PROM, change score, method of derivation, and follow-up

Study design: 1 = Randomized control trial, 2 = prospective cohort, 3 = retrospective cohort, 4 = case–control

MCID minimal clinically important difference, MDC minimum detectable change, CID clinically important difference, MIC minimal important change, PASS patient 
acceptable symptom state, SCB substantial clinical benefit. KOOS Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score, SF-12 Short Form-12, SF-36 Short Form-36, WOMAC 
Western Ontario McMaster University osteoarthritis index, OKS Oxford Knee Score, NRS Numeric Pain Rating Scale, PROMIS Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement 
Information System, ICOAP Intermittent and Constant Osteoarthritis Pain questionnaire, EQ-5D-3L/VAS EuroQoL 5-dimension 3-level and visual analog scale
a Parenthesis indicates cohort of TKA patients specifically
b MCID derived by anchor, MDC by distribution method, and MIC by anchor method
c MCID derived by both methods, MDC by distribution, and SCB by anchor method
d MCID derived by anchor, MID by distribution method

First author Year Study design Total patients 
 includeda

PROM(s) Change score(s) Method of 
calculation

Follow-up (year)

Berliner [11] 2017 3 562 KOOS, SF-12 MCID Distribution 1

Blevins [12] 2019 3 228 KOOS, SF-12 MCID Distribution 2

Busija [13] 2008 4 379 (105) SF-36 MDC Distribution 0.5, 1; 5

Chesworth [5] 2008 2 3,657 (1,578) WOMAC CID Anchor 1

Clement [14] 2013 2 505 OKS, SF-12 MCID Anchor 1

Clement [15] 2018 3 2,589 WOMAC MCID, MDC, MIC Bothb 1

Clement [16] 2019 3 2,589 SF-12 MCID, MDC, MIC Bothb 1

Connelly [17] 2019 3 383; 301 KOOS, EQ-5D/VAS, 
NRS

PASS Anchor 1; 3

Fontana [18] 2019 3 13,719 (6,480) SF-36 MCID Distribution 2

Goodman [19] 2020 3 10,622 (4,641) KOOS MCID Anchor 2

Harris [20] 2021 2 637 KOOS MCID Anchor 1

Kagan [21] 2018 2 91 PROMIS MCID Distribution 0.13; 0.25; 0.5; 1

Kuo [22] 2020 2 1,088 (587) KOOS MCID Both 1

Lawrie [23] 2020 3 172 PROMIS MCID Distribution 1

Lyman [24] 2018 3 4,953 (2,630) KOOS MCID, MDC, SCB Bothc 2

Maxwell [25] 2013 2 271 WOMAC PASS Anchor 2.5; 5

Razak [26] 2016 3 3,328 OKS, SF-36 MCID Distribution 5

Sayers [6] 2017 2 400 (190) ICOAP MCID, MID Bothd 0.25; 0.5; 1
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Patient Satisfaction Scale (SAPS), an anchor question-
naire, assessing satisfaction with results of surgery, 
improvement of pain, improvement in ability to do home 
or yard work, and improvement in ability to do recrea-
tional activities [20, 22], and (3) "How much did knee sur-
gery improve the quality of your life?" on the Hospital for 
Special Surgery (HSS) satisfaction survey [24]. For distri-
bution techniques, four studies used one-half the stand-
ard deviation (SD) of baseline scores and change scores 
from baseline to follow-up [11, 12, 22, 24].

For some PROMs, MCID values varied by derivation 
method. KOOS, JR specifically ranged from 6–9 by dis-
tribution [22, 24] and 14–21 by anchor-based methods 
[20, 22, 24]. KOOS, JR 21.0, 17.5, 14.0 corresponded to 
anchor questions (2) and (3) as mentioned above [20, 22, 
24] (See Table  2). Goodman et  al. reported KOOS pain 
and function subscales anchored on "a little improve-
ment" (question 1 as aforementioned) as 21.0 and 14.2, 
respectively [19]. Blevins et  al. reported 10.3 and 12.0 
for KOOS pain and symptom subscales by distribution 
method [12].

WOMAC
For two of the three studies that used the WOMAC index 
[5, 15], anchor-based questions were: (1) "Whether com-
pared to when they went on the waitlist for surgery, were 
they better, worse, or the same?" and "Knowing what 
your hip or knee replacement surgery did for you, if you 

could go back in time, would you still have undergone 
this surgery?” and (2) "How much did the knee replace-
ment surgery improve the quality of your life?" MCID 
values anchored on "a good deal better" for WOMAC 
pain and function were 36 and 33, respectively. Values 
anchored on "willing to have index surgery again" for 
WOMAC pain and function were 31 and 26, respectively 
[5]. No studies used distribution-based techniques for 
the WOMAC (See Table 2).

SF-12
For two of the four studies that used the SF-12 scale 
[14, 16], anchors included: (1) "How well did the sur-
gery relieve pain in your affected joint?" and "How well 
did the surgery increase your ability to perform regular 
activities?" and (2) "How much did the knee replacement 
surgery improve the quality of your life?" Values calcu-
lated via the distribution method used one-half the SD of 
change scores [11, 12]. Physical component scores (PCS) 
were 1.8 vs. 5.0 and mental component scores (MCS) 
were 1.5 vs. 5.4 for anchor vs. distribution methods (See 
Table 2).

SF-36, PROMIS, OKS, and ICOAP
For SF-36 and PROMIS scales, all four studies used only 
distribution methods to obtain the MCID, which was 
one-half the SD [18, 21, 23, 26]. For two studies that 
administered the OKS scale, MCID was calculated by 

Table 2 MCID, PASS and MDC ranges by PROM and method

MCID ranges by PROM using both methods: 1. Berliner 2017, Blevins 2019, Kuo 2020, Lyman 2018; 2. Goodman 2020, Harris 2021, Kuo 2020, Lyman 2018; 3. Kuo 2020, 
Lyman 2018; 4. Harris 2021, Kuo 2020, Lyman 2018; 5. Chesworth 2008 (CID), Clement 2018; 6. Razak 2016; 7. Clement 2013; 8. Kagan 2018, Lawrie 2020; 9. Berliner 
2017, Blevins 2019; 10. Clement 2013 (includes pain and function), Clement 2019; 11. Razak 2016 (PCS), Fontana 2019; 12. Sayers 2017 (chronic pain). PASS ranges by 
PROM using primarily anchor-based methods: Connelly 2019, reported by 80% specificity, Youden index, and the 75th percentile

MDC ranges by PROM using only distribution methods: 1. Lyman 2018 (MDC-80, 90, 95); 2. Clement 2018 (MDC-95); 3. Clement 2019 (MDC-90); 4. Busija 2008 (MDC-
95). MDCgroup = MDCindividual/)/√n.; Where MDC = z-score × SEM × √2. SEM = SD × √(1–reliability). SEM standard error measurement, SD standard deviation
a Maxwell 2013—back-calculated

PROM MCID range PASS range MDC range

Distribution Anchor Distribution Anchor Distribution

KOOS 6.0–15.81 7.0–25.02 66.0–84.5, 66.0–84.5, 63.0–84.0 (1 year); 66.0–87.5, 
66.0–90.5, 64.5–87.0 (3 year)

KOOS, JR 6.0–8.73 14.0–20.84 7.0–11.01

WOMAC 8.0–36.05 Threshold  22a 11.0–27.02

OKS 5.06 4.3–5.07

PROMIS 3.3–5.08

SF-12 5.0–5.49 1.5–4.810 8.9–13.83

SF-36 5.0–10.011 35.0–94.0 (indi-
vidual); 5.0–14.0 
(group)4

ICOAP 23.712

EQ-VAS 83.0, 71.0, 70.0 (1 year); 90.5, 74.5, 77.5 (3 year)

EQ-5D-3L 0.80, 0.75, 0.80 (1 year); 0.80, 0.79, 0.80 (3 year)

NRS 1.8, 2.2, 1.5 (1 year); 1.8, 1.2, 1.0 (3 year)
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the distribution method, which again was one-half the 
SD [26] and anchor method [14], respectively. For the 
one study that utilized ICOAP, MCID was derived via an 
anchor approach [6] (See Table 2). Distribution-obtained 
MID in the same study was 11.8 [6].

PASS
PASS values were presented in two studies [17, 25] for 
the following PROMs: KOOS (range, 66–91), EQ-5D-3L 
(range, 0.75–0.80), EQ-VAS (range, 70–91), and NRS 
(range, 1–2.2). The anchor question used was "How sat-
isfied are you with the result of your most recent knee 
treatment?" Three different methods of calculation were 
used to obtain the above values: 80 percent specific-
ity, Youden index, and the 75th percentile (See Table  2, 
Supplementary).

MDC
MDC is defined as the minimum amount of change cap-
turing true clinical change rather than mere variability 
associated with repeated PROM measurements. Scores 
above the MDC represent true improvement within a 
certain degree of confidence according to the chosen 
confidence interval [39]. MDC values were obtained in 
four studies [13, 15, 16, 24] using exclusively distribution 
methods with the standard error of measurement (SEM) 
and either 80, 90 or 95 percent confidence intervals for 
the following PROMs: KOOS, WOMAC, SF-12, and 
SF-36 (See Table 2). Two studies [15, 16] obtained both 
MDC-95, -90 percentiles and MCID values using distri-
bution and anchor methods, respectively.

SCB and MIC
SCB was obtained in one study for KOOS, JR (20.0) [24] 
using an anchor-based ROC approach (See Supplemen-
tary). The anchor was the QOL question on the HSS sat-
isfaction survey. The SCB value exceeded both MCID 
and MDC values for the JR version. MIC was obtained in 
two studies for WOMAC (range, 13–21) [15] and SF-12 
PCS (2.7) [16] using anchor-based ROC curves.

Preoperative predictors
In all, three studies (18%) used a comparative group [12, 
13, 23]. One study had a special patient population (i.e. 
rheumatoid arthritis) [12]. The most commonly reported 
predictors of outcome in reaching the MCID or SCB 
included preoperative PROMs, age, and comorbidi-
ties. For example, significant predictors of achieving the 
MCID for OKS at five years were age (younger age), the 
Knee Society Knee Score (KSKS) (lower score), and the 
Knee Society Function Score (KSFS) (lower score) [26]. 
Preoperative KOOS < 58 and SF-12 PCS < 34 were associ-
ated with an increased likelihood of achieving clinically 

significant improvement after TKA [11]. For one study 
deriving SCB values, predictors of the outcome included 
age, gender, body mass index (BMI), American Society of 
Anesthesiologists class, and the Charlson Comorbidity 
Index [24].

Discussion
There is substantial heterogeneity in the arthroplasty lit-
erature with regard to the definition, measurement, and 
reporting of clinically meaningful changes. We found 
that values of clinical improvement varied according 
to PROM and method of derivation. Anchor methods 
were more frequently used for MCID and PASS values 
and modes of derivation were heterogeneous. Anchor-
derived MCID values were greater than distribution-
derived ones.

Clinical improvement terms differ subtly by definition 
and are not necessarily comparable or interchangeable, 
contributing to the heterogeneity. Terms often used syn-
onymously with MCID, however, are more nuanced in 
definition, such as applicability to individual or group set-
tings. For example, CID was defined in one study as any 
change, not exclusively minimum, either positive or neg-
ative anchored on "a good deal better" within a patient 
group. ROC curves were generated to identify CID val-
ues at the level of the individual [5]. MIC is generally 
defined as a change within an individual or group over 
time. More specifically, it was defined in one study as a 
change in PROM score relative to baseline for patients 
who reported meeting the anchor "little improvement" 
and calculated on the individual level using ROC curves 
[15]. MID is defined as the minimal important difference 
when comparing two groups of patients and is commonly 
used in clinical trials [7].

Distribution and anchor derivations often yielded dif-
ferent values, which may be partly attributed to varying 
patient population characteristics and follow-up length 
of time across studies. MCID anchor-derived values for 
KOOS, JR were greater than those obtained by distribu-
tion method [22, 24], the latter being also observed to not 
exceed distribution-derived MDC values [24]. One such 
reason may be the lack of consistency of anchor scales, 
the anchors chosen themselves, and subsequent depend-
ence on patient interpretation. Anchor scales and the 
specific anchor on which clinical improvement of sig-
nificance is defined are arbitrarily chosen. Scales that are 
more nuanced (e.g. a quantitative 10-point Likert scale) 
can detect incremental change that may translate to clini-
cal significance earlier compared to scales with a larger 
range between data points. Scales with a larger range 
between data points (e.g. none, very mild, mild, moder-
ate, and great improvement) may require the patient to 
experience a dramatic change for clinically significant 
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change to be reported. Baseline scores may impact 
patient assessment of improvement as well. For exam-
ple, Tubach et  al. reported MCII values varied depend-
ing on baseline visual analog scale pain scores. Patients 
with severe pain required a higher level of change to con-
sider themselves clinically improved [40]. Additionally, 
the one anchor question posed often varies across studies 
and may not be validated nor wholly representative of the 
true breadth of change associated with the intervention. 
Lastly, the heterogeneity of anchor derivation methods, 
ranging from ROC-curve analysis to simple linear regres-
sion, also contributes to the lack of consistency.

Distribution methods result in MDC values that 
describe statistical significance and do not capture clini-
cal change as directly perceived by the patient. MDC val-
ues can only be taken with a degree of certainty that any 
change beyond that merely associated with the variabil-
ity of repeated PROM measurements is truly significant. 
Since these values are based on the SEM and PROM reli-
ability, they are not interchangeable with MCID or other 
anchor-derived clinical improvement values. The SEM 
includes the SD for a given population and thus, may not 
be widely generalizable. Furthermore, its basis on the SD 
leaves MDC derivations susceptible to sample size.

Patient factors such as age, gender, and BMI can be pre-
dictors of outcomes, which has implications for patient 
selection preoperatively. Specifically, PASS thresh-
olds have been shown to be higher in men compared 
to women and in those with higher preoperative SF-36 
physical and mental scores (> 50), suggesting greater 
change is necessary for the achievement of an acceptable 
symptom state in certain subgroups [9]. The identifica-
tion of patient factors that may affect the attainment of a 
postoperative satisfaction threshold has implications for 
patient selection.

As the repayment structure moves toward a perfor-
mance value-based system, standardization and consist-
ent use of clinical improvement metrics determining 
efficacy become increasingly critical. For example, the 
Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has 
recently funded the development of guidelines to advise 
developers on patient-reported outcome performance 
measures (PRO-PM) for use in CMS-funded value-based 
purchasing programs. This highlights the timeliness 
in which the performance measurement landscape is 
evolving to ultimately improve quality and reduce costs. 
PROM interpretability, among others, is one example of a 
quality measure examined by CMS to develop standard-
ized measures goals for achieving high-value care [41]. 
Current PRO-PMs in the CMS measures inventory tool 
include KOOS, KOOS, JR, PROMIS-10 Global Health, 
and Veterans RAND-12 for functional status assessment 
after TKA [42].

We recommend future research should focus on 
more clearly delineated definitions of clinical change 
to establish consistency across studies and avoid mis-
use and misinterpretation of terms among researchers 
and clinicians. There should be consensus on methods 
of calculation and anchor questions employed. Greater 
standardization of clinical improvement reporting will 
have implications for patient stratification preopera-
tively and appropriateness of surgical intervention, ulti-
mately improving patient satisfaction and outcomes.

Conclusion
There is low standardization of metrics of clinical sig-
nificance across a variety of PROMs and methods of 
derivation in TKA literature. Consistent interpreta-
tion and application of PROMs following TKA in both 
clinical and research settings necessitate the stand-
ardization of methods used to obtain clinical signifi-
cance values to ultimately improve quality and patient 
satisfaction.
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